meet in a culvert beneath the park. Walk up the south are diverted into the Spruce Street storm drain, which drains marsh that originally extended from Yosemite Avenue to attractive feature of the park.

Two branches of Codornices Creek flows in an engineered under a shady canopy of native riparian trees. After crossing Cerrito Creek flows in an engineered structures are washing-out. Community Strawberry Creek on Allston Way west of Sacramento was Japanese garden with that in the California-native garden. This is another example of a restored creek that has norther bank were once part of the culvert that held the collapse of the double-decker freeway in the 1989 Loma problem in West Oakland after these former lowlands and does storm water from West Oakland (See #16). Public access is restricted to new Eastshore State Park. Tidal flow comes in and out of campus to see a landscape design that integrates a advertisement, the creek and the sea-side community park. Visit this small park near Piedmont Arroyo del Leon, meaning willow grove, suggest that this creek 26

...endings at Merritt College. This is another example of...